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Introduction
New weapons of warfare call for the total and radical
reorganization of methods of warfare, and he who falls asleep
during this process of reorganization may never wake up.
Soviet Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevskiy, circa 19321

Why Nanotechnology and Why Now?
Nanotechnology will have a profound impact on the profession of arms by 2035.
Breakthroughs in this burgeoning science will foster the miniaturization of weapons, decrease
the cost of space launch systems, and make resilient rechargeable battery power readily
available. The U.S. Department of Defense must embrace nanotechnology research and
development in order to capitalize on these developments. Preparing for new nanotechnologyinspired weapons will provide the depth of technological understanding required to field new
systems and to adequately deter nations, non-state actors, and individuals that may attempt to use
nanotechnology in malevolent ways.
It is important to precisely define what is meant by “nanotechnology” as this term has
come to have many different meanings to different elements of the scientific community. Nano
is a scientific prefix meaning one-billionth (10-9); a nanometer (nm) is one-billionth of a meter.
The United States National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) definition of nanotechnology will
be used for this paper. The NNI defines nanotechnology as technology in the 1 to 100nm range
where unusual physical, chemical, and biological properties can emerge that may differ in
important ways from the properties of bulk materials.2 For reference, 10 hydrogen atoms in a
line equal 1nm, human DNA strands are 2nm wide and a human hair is approximately 75,000nm
wide.3 Transistors on the latest computer processor chips are spaced at 45nm.4
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Nanotechnology implies working at extremely small scales to unlock capabilities that are
unique to the intermolecular level. At this scale, there are quantum effects to be exploited
including strong electrostatic covalent bonds and ferromagnetism (cooperative state of matter
where magnetic moments are locked in parallel, leading to macroscopic magnetization).5
Nanotechnology provides the scientist and engineer methods to select and design properties of
new materials for manufacture that were never before available.
Nanotechnology will revolutionize engineering, manufacturing, processed goods and
services, and certainly military systems. That things will continue to “shrink” is a given. Indian
President A.P.J. Abdul Kalam recently proclaimed, “The next ten years will see nanotechnology
playing the most dominant role in the global business environment and is expected to reach one
trillion dollars.”6
Nanotechnology research provides a ready example of Thomas Friedman‟s theory that
the world has grown flat due to global linkages. Many nanotechnology technical papers are
collaborative endeavors between scientists from different nations7. Cutting-edge scientists are
sharing nanotechnology knowledge and techniques in hard sciences such as chemistry, biology,
and physics.8 Their research is opening doors to interdisciplinary discovery that is shared by
developed and developing nations alike. This fosters a natural proliferation of nanotechnology.
No nation or alliance will be able to restrain nanotechnology advances and no nation is likely to
corner the market.9 For this reason, the breakthroughs that will impact military technologies are
of great interest to all.
Competition between nations and industries to find major breakthroughs in
nanotechnology will lead to cost reductions and proliferation, an eventuality for which militaries
must prepare.10 Many nations and industries are currently funding intense scientific research to
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find the major breakthroughs that will reduce costs and improve products by orders of
magnitude.11 Development will accelerate as engineers around the world discover new
techniques of working at the nano scale. Military professionals must anticipate rapid
technological development and develop strategies to incorporate the discoveries. Militaries
without nanotechnology will be at a disadvantage when faced with a nanotech-armed adversary.
Nations must endeavor to field nanotechnology and must be prepared to deter or defend against
it. Otherwise they run the risk of meeting a far superior foe in the time of crisis.
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Nanotechnology Today and Tomorrow
Nanotechnology is currently more concept than practice, but this will change swiftly due
to large research investments by developed countries and the payoff for turning concepts into
reality. Jovene showed that $4.1B had been invested in nanotechnology worldwide by 2005 and
that by 2007 the United States was investing $3.0B annually.12 While research and development
are initially quite costly, the products themselves will be less costly than those they replace
owing to their size and increased qualities and capabilities. A quick comparison can be made

Figure 1: Cost Comparison of Nano to Traditional Manufacture13
to integrated circuits. Over the last 40 years they have become dramatically smaller, far more
capable, and much cheaper. Hailed as the next revolution to redefine electronics,
nanotechnology is postulated to similarly change virtually every industry in the public sector.14
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There are numerous industrial examples of how nanotechnology is affecting properties of
materials used in current products. Nano-porous silicon is a stable reactive material that is being
valued for its use in vehicle airbag initiation. Vehicle impact opens pores to each other creating

Figure 2: Nano-porous Silicon Top View15
a highly reactive micro-explosion deploying the airbag.16 Researchers are using nano-nickel to
reduce the weight of batteries. One-eighth the cost of platinum, nano-nickel can be utilized in
fuel cells surviving ten times more recharges than platinum with far less weight due to the thin
durable nano-nickel membranes.17 Nano-alumina particles have been dispersed in copper
improving hardness by 50 percent, while maintaining good electrical conductivity and without
softening even at temperatures approaching the melting point of copper.18 These are just the
leading edge of nanotechnology‟s impact.
Scientists are actively researching how to create core structural properties of materials by
utilizing nano-sized particles. A staple of structural research is the carbon nanotube (CNT), a
naturally self-organized nanostructure (1-2nm width) in the form of a tube comprised of carbon
atoms with completed bonds. Carbon nanotubes have 100 times the tensile strength and 5 times
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the lateral strength of steel, and can be designed to have electrical conductivity up to 10 times
that of silver, all at one-quarter the density of steel.19 CNT properties can be altered by how
many carbon atoms are present and by their chirality (alignment twist and bond geometry).20

Figure 3: Three Forms of Carbon Nanotubes Based on Chirality21
Carbon nanotubes can be semiconducting like silicon or conduct electricity better than copper,22
and they rank among the strongest materials known.23 Scientists are exploring the many
outcomes of doping CNTs with different atoms to gain unique properties.24 The difficulty in this
endeavor is controlling CNT formation to achieve consistent, desired properties. By 2035 CNTs
will yield tremendous advances for mankind and will greatly alter military relevant technologies
and systems.
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Nanotechnologies with Greatest Military Impact
Nano-Energetics: Explosives and Propulsion
Energetics is the application of technology to alter the design of power sources,
propulsion and explosive combustibles. It is most commonly associated with increasing their
energy density. Historically, advances in energetics have radically altered military operations.
For example, the use of rapid loading smokeless powder in the 1898 Spanish-American War
made the American Navy far more powerful than the Spanish Armada; a mix of powdered
aluminum and gum slurry, hardened into a grain propellant, allowed creation of sea-launched
ballistic missiles in the 1960s that were crucial to Cold War deterrence; in 2005 the thermobaric
bomb provided American forces unique targeting capabilities by produced devastating pressures
in deep and winding tunnels in Afghanistan.25
Nano-energetic materials (nEMs) have improved performances compared to larger
materials as they have more surface area per volume than traditional powders.26 They increase
the speed of reaction, providing quicker ignition creating larger energy releases in a shorter
amount of time. “Nano-energetic materials have shown improved performances in terms of
energy release, ignition, and mechanical properties compared to their bulk or micro
counterparts.27 In MIC [metastable intermolecular composites], oxidizer and fuel are mixed at
the nano-scale, thus leading to the enhanced reactivity caused by the reduced mass transport
limitations between the reactants.”28 Researchers can greatly increase the instantaneous
explosive power of current explosive reactants by adding superthermites29 (most commonly
nano-aluminum based) to their composition which increase the rate of their overall oxidation and
resultant explosion.30
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Nano-energetic materials react faster than larger molecules with the added benefit of
increasing safety and dependability. With some compounds simply nano-sizing has increased
safety margins by 33 percent while preserving the reactivity proclivity. For example, 5-Nitro2,4-dihydro-3H-1,2,4-triazole-3-one (NTO) is a nano-derived compound with high energy and
far less sensitivity.31
Another method of increasing safety is to incorporate silicon with specially tailored
nanowires with nEMs. “The [manufacturing] process uses standard micro-fabrication
technologies and therefore it is suitable for mass production. The MICs are deposited onto
silicon, a basic material for micro-electronics and micro-systems. Consequently, it is
straightforward to integrate the MIC into micro-systems to result in nanostructures, for example,
high-performance nano-igniters.”32 For the near term this will provide current weapons with
dependable, fast ignition sources. But in the future the technology will no longer be just an
additive.
Researchers at the University of Maryland are utilizing a new nanothermite mixture
(Al/KMnO4) to gain two orders of magnitude greater reactivity than traditional igniters. They
are pioneering techniques for synthesizing core-shell nano-structured composite particles as a
means of controlling the reactivity.33 New weapons systems will be designed around nanomaterials specifically created for desired explosives characteristics. Aluminum is not the only
metal being explored. Nano-boron exceeds the explosive heat of aluminum.34 Preliminary
research is paving the way to fine tune and control reactions with different metals in nEMs.
Researchers are busily working on nano-sizing current conventional explosive materials
with eyes on increasing not just controllability but explosive potential. The limitation has been
the ability to create quantities of nano conventional compounds such as RDX (C3H6N6O6). One
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new technique is to form the explosive reactants by multiple nano-blasts forming calcinations of
the material. This procedure produces a highly stable nano-sized RDX powder with excellent
structure and increased energy release potential.35 The highly energetic impacts of the blast
waves create extremely high local temperatures that prevent impurities and unwanted oxidation
of the compound. These and other efforts aim to exploit quantum effects of chemical
compounds that are beyond their characteristics in bulk.
Nanotechnology “could completely change the face of weaponry,” according to Andy
Oppenheimer, a weapons expert with analyst firm and publisher Jane‟s Information Group.36
First will be weapons that maximize precise explosion properties (e.g. blast, fragmentation) for
specific mission-oriented weapons. These weapons will utilize superthermite detonators in
conjunction with traditional explosives. Superthermite detonators can be used in refurbishing
current stockpiles of nuclear warheads. Oppenheimer asserts that nations are currently
researching and developing devices that use nanotechnology to create much smaller nuclear
detonations.37
By 2035 nano-energetics will have advanced to replace current explosive materials and
systems designed to deliver them. They will provide the explosive power of current
conventional weapons at up to two orders of magnitude less overall mass. Weapons designers
will capitalize on the molecular interactions that can be carefully constructed from the bottom up
in combustible nano-materials, and a new class of very small, extremely lethal weapon system
will emerge. Illinois University Prof D. Scott Stewart is postulating how to scale weapon
systems down by a factor of 100 to 1000 which would essentially become micro attack devices. 38
These new weapons will be cheaper due to their size and amount of material used. The
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affordability and capability of such weapons will ensure their proliferation and worldwide
availability.
Small enhanced explosive systems will be more easily hidden than traditional explosives.
Adversaries will take advantage of their size, lethality and portability. Enhanced concealment
will pose a significant challenge to militaries and law enforcement. There is no limit to the
creative ways of disguising nEM explosive charges.
Another second order effect of smaller more lethal weapons is shrinking delivery
vehicles. Smaller warheads require less support structure. These smaller structures will contain
nano-alloys for enhanced characteristics yielding lighter mass and less volume. Smaller
structures and lighter warheads require less propellant to get to the intended target. MICs will
have a radical effect on rocket and gun propellants.39 The more powerful nEM propellants will
further reduce the size of munitions. Altmann concludes that advanced energetics when
combined with nano-composites will yield vast changes for military weapons systems and
capabilities. 40
Advances in nanotech propulsion will be in lock step with nEM explosives. Nanoenergetics will have a profound effect on rocket technology. Propellant nEMs will have higher
energy density for overall rocket mass than separate rocket structure and classical propellants.
Scientists are working to enhance solid and air breathing rocket motors through nEMs.
Researchers at Los Alamos National Laboratory experimented with nitrogen energized nEMs to
determine the impact on air-breathing rockets. “Nano-particulate aluminum metal was added to
the high nitrogen energetic material triaminoguanidinium azotetrazolate (TAGzT) in order to
determine the effects on decomposition behavior.”41 They found that nano-Al reduced the
required pressure for the TAGzT reaction while increasing the heat release, providing faster
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energy release. Researchers are also making progress in nEMs to solve solid propellant
inefficiencies. “The use of nano-Al powders for solid rocket propellants appears feasible and
advantageous.”42
Initial research into ALICE (aluminum-ice propellant) foretells the future of nanotech
propulsion. Researchers at Purdue University successfully launched miniature rockets to heights
of 1300 feet utilizing nano-scale particles 500 times smaller than the width of a human hair.43
Whereas micron size particles did not work, nano-sized particles did work due to their increased
surface area per volume. “Nano-aluminum provides ultra-high burn rates for propellants that are
ten times higher than existing propellants,” says Doug Carpenter, the chief scientific officer at
nano-metals company Quantumsphere.44 Quantumsphere is pioneering research into nanoenergetics. The impact for space access will be immense.
Decreasing the propellant required to move a given payload greatly alters overall rocket
mass.45 The typical single-stage space rocket is 90 percent propellant, 6 percent structure, and 4
percent payload while multi-stage vehicles have more structural mass with a corresponding mass
fraction (ratio of propellant to overall mass) of approximately 0.8.46 Doubling the specific
impulse (Isp, the change in momentum per unit of propellant) of the rocket fuel decreases the
nominal mass fraction from .8 to .66 allowing up to a 40 percent overall mass reduction of the
Specific Impulse
X
2X
4X
10X

Mass Fraction
0.8
0.66
0.5
0.29

Overall Mass Reduction
40%
60%
72%

Figure 4: Effect of Propellant Energy Increases on Rocket Mass 47
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rocket. Nano-alloys utilizing CNTs could further reduce rocket structure mass owing to CNTs
strength and density. Considering a constant payload, it is easily conceivable that the combined
effect of greater Isp and CNTs could be a 50 percent reduction in required rocket mass.
Shrinking payloads based on nano-inspired sensors, batteries and computers coupled with
decreased propellant requirements will radically alter the current space launch paradigm.
Nano-enabled solutions will profoundly affect access to space and space systems. Space
launches are costly due to weight divided among three variables to which nanotechnology will
provide economy-of-scale solutions. First, the payload will decrease in volume and mass due to
nanotech-enhanced batteries, miniaturized computers and sensors. Next, the amount of
propellant required in terms of mass and volume will be reduced as previously stated. This
reduces the size of the vehicle required for lifting the payload into space and also the amount of
stored nEM propellant required to maintain orbit. This will make participating in space a much
less expensive endeavor for states, and eventually many non-state actors and even individuals
will be able to afford it. Light-weight launch vehicles coupled with miniaturized sensors will be
military necessities by 2035. Small kinetic-kill satellites will be highly possible. Jurgen
Altmann rated this effect “radical” for its impact on space systems.48

Nanotechnology and Batteries
Stored energy in the form of batteries is currently the most restrictive limitation on most
military systems. They are too bulky, inefficient in terms of preserving charge, and susceptible
to catastrophic loss of power. “One of the problems with how batteries are made is there is a
large component of the battery that‟s not active material,” according to Dr. Angela Belcher, MIT
professor and battery researcher.49 Belcher is researching nano-materials interfaced with
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common viruses to produce methods of efficient energy storage and transfer in order to rid
batteries of wasted space and weight.
Nano-energetic materials may also provide an answer to energy requirements.
“Nanoscale energetic materials (nEMs) particularly offer the promise of much higher energy
densities, faster rate of energy release, greater stability, and more security (sensitivity to
unwanted initiation).”50 “Typically, the combustion of propellant produces 5 MJ/kg, while a
modern chemical lithium battery used in new laptops only stores 0.5 MJ/kg.”51 Encapsulating
nEMs within CNTs would enhance the energy efficiency by adding greater safety, producing an
extremely stable, reliable energy source.
Nanotube research also offers promise for new battery materials. They carry and store a
greater amount of charge for the same density of material due to their increased surface area per
volume and mass. Lithium-ion batteries currently host the greatest density factor. CNTs will
increase the anode surface area for greater flow of electrons, pushing energy density factors to
ten times existing lithium-ion batteries. Increased surface area will also decrease the amount of
time required to recharge. Properly oriented CNTs have extremely high electrical conductivity
whereby energy is not lost due to electron scattering or heat dissipation.52 One square centimeter
of conductive plate when coated with nanotubes has a surface area of 50,000 centimeters,
compared with 2,000 square centimeters using commercial carbon; the CNTs are extremely
conductive, which should increase power output over existing ultra-capacitors.53 One of the
additional benefits is the ability to rapidly recharge CNT ultra-capacitors. Rapid recharge will
reduce vulnerabilities and extend useful battery life.
Carbon nanotubes, nanowires and quantum dots are unique nano-structures that allow
scientists to take advantage of quantum physics and confinement of electrons to design energy
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storage and transfer systems that significantly reduce mass, heat loss and resistance.54 Menlo
Park startup, Amprius, has achieved 40 percent greater density in current battery design by using
nanowires.55 A Texas company, EEStors, developed an ultra-capacitor hybrid battery using
nano-barium-titanate powders that doubles the energy storage of lithium-ion batteries and is
scalable for use in electronics from pacemakers to electric locomotive batteries.56 Doubling the
available power output and storing up to ten times the energy has distinct military implications.
Space based military systems will benefit dramatically from nanotechnology-enhanced
batteries. By 2035 nanotech batteries will decrease in size such that they allow miniaturization
of space systems. Researchers recently combined a nano-generator with a solar cell to create an
integrated mechanical and solar energy harvesting device.57 This breakthrough will power
extremely small devices and be able to produce power in light and dark periods. It portends vast
advances for miniaturized earthbound devices and for small space objects. “The possibility of a
rapid buildup of space weapons is the most dangerous and destabilizing prospect of 21st century
military confrontation.”58
Nano-inspired batteries will provide reliable power to military weaponry while requiring
less volume themselves. Shrinking batteries will enable devices to shrink in size. These new
batteries will provide more reliable, readily available power thereby increasing small devices
persistence.59 The smaller devices will be far more concealable owing to their size, reliability,
and nano-batteries that provide power in all conditions. They will enable new generations of
highly capable advanced mini-satellites, miniature persistent sensors and small persistent mines
to exist. Professor Altmann rated energy sources and energy storage as having a significant
impact across the breadth of military systems.60
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Deterring Nanotechnology
Adversaries will covet nanotechnology, especially those advances with significant or
radical impact on military systems. “In 2001 the number [of people that a terrorist could kill]
reached the thousands, and today we fear scenarios in which tens of thousands might die.”61
President George Bush proclaimed in 2001, “We must build forces that draw upon the
revolutionary advances in the technology of war that will allow us to keep peace by redefining
war on our terms.”62 Nanotechnology will provide revolutionary advances. The revolutionary

Figure 5: Comparison of Nanotechnology Impact 63
building blocks (nEMs and nano-inspired batteries) will eventually become quite affordable
promoting their proliferation. Worldwide industry will use the same nEMs in mining, drilling
and construction while nano-inspired batteries will benefit thousands of electronic devices.64
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Advanced technological nations will have a vested interest in developing and controlling
destructive-capable technologies.65 Deterring nanotechnology development is not likely and
undesirable from an economic standpoint.66 Companies seeking profits from advanced
technology and less developed nations‟ desire to obtain nEMs will spur nEM proliferation.
Nano-energetic materials will be coveted by military forces for their explosive and propellant
capabilities while nano-inspired batteries will be desired to shrink system mass and increase
system reliability. Nanotechnology enhancements are equally attractive to military and civilian
entities along state, non-state and individual lines.67 “Delay is not feasible (and from a defense
perspective it is strategically suicidal, for even if the work [R&D] is not done in the United
States, it will certainly continue elsewhere), but regulation, planning, and education are
needed.”68 It is far better to understand and possess cutting-edge technology than to guess as to
its existence.69
Nano-energetic materials and nano-enhanced batteries will transform how conventional
wars are fought as they revolutionize weapon systems. Long before swarming micro-devices are
possible, nEMs will provide 100 times the explosive power of today‟s weapons. University of
Maryland Professor Mark Gubrud espouses that, “The nanotechnic era will be fundamentally
different from the era in which nuclear weapons were developed and came to dominate the
possibilities for global violence.”70 He believes traditional nuclear weapons will become
obsolete as miniaturized systems utilizing nanotechnology will prevent their use.71 While that is
likely far past 2035, his second contention will occur closer to 2035. He asserted at the Fifth
Foresight Conference on Molecular Nanotechnology that nEMs could produce greater
proliferation of a new generation of miniaturized nuclear weapons in what would in effect be 4th
generation nanotech nukes.72 For this to occur, nEMs will have to produce significantly more
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explosive energy than currently postulated or be combined with fissile materials in gamebreaking ways. However, Professor Gubrud does open the aperture of what must be considered
in terms of deterrence to far more than shrinking weapon systems.
The United States military has historically sought cutting-edge technological solutions for
battlefield requirements.73 Fiscal constraints, however, can limit the ability to harness rapidly
evolving technology. Nanotechnology will affect most missions and military tasks, so much so
that choosing which new advance or system to fund will prove quite difficult. Nanotechnology
advances will not be limited to nEMs and batteries74. These are simply the most radical in terms
of the military paradigm. Advances in these two fields will lead to exponential change in other
fields as they decrease system mass and volume while increasing capabilities. It is completely
conceivable that nanotechnology advances will lead to a period of rapid hard-science discovery
that outpaces the military‟s ability to field systems incorporating them.75
The U.S. Department of Defense will benefit from increasing basic research in the
nanotechnology revolution. Many evolutionary benefits will befall existing weapon systems
through spiral incorporation.76 However, without a more responsive acquisition system, rapid
technological change has the ability to make major weapon systems obsolete before they are
fielded. Hence, the U.S. Department of Defense is not likely to achieve full spectrum dominance
solely by monetary means in a time of rapid nanotechnology advancement.
The U.S. military must seek mitigating strategies to deter nanotechnology systems as a
whole, as purchasing defensive systems to thwart individual nano-inspired systems is not
feasible. Procuring unique systems to defeat each new nanotech system would lead to military
“whack a mole” expenses for high-end technologies that may not come to fruition.
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Rather than continually planning to deter the next system, the U.S. should focus on the
range of estimated nano-enabled technical capabilities from which proper threat analysis can be
conducted (see Figure 6). The range of systems can be categorized to gain meaningful context.
The “bins” of capabilities can then be monitored for development, analyzed for lethality and
proper counter-measures can be developed. The Department of Defense must focus on the
likelihood of nanotechnology incorporation in systems and the associated vulnerabilities across
the likely systems to develop mitigating strategies congruent with further developing U.S.
military power. The common threads of game-changing nano-enabled weapons are nEMs and
nano-batteries.

Figure 6: Nano-Enabled Spectrum 77
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A full analysis of nano-energetics‟ impact on military systems will yield critical
vulnerabilities from which deterrent strategies may be developed, though not necessarily
accurately predicting the precise applications of the technologies. The first step is identifying
who is capable of manufacturing the essential nano-energetic components (as of 2010 these
appear to be nano-aluminum, MICs, CNTs and carbon nanowires). Next is determining which
systems, though enhanced by nanotechnology, are better but not different. These systems will
not affect current deterrence postures. Finally, identifying methodologies for detecting and
exploiting nano-enhanced systems must be accomplished to provide credible deterrence.
Transparency will play a large role in deterring nano-enhanced systems. Trace amounts
of reactant or oxidizers will be present near nEMs of any size. Industrial laser technology exists
to actively detect carbon monoxide and nitrous oxide.78 This technology will serve as the basis
for detecting reactants and oxides associated with nEMs. While the breadth of nEM components
make detection technically challenging, micro-cantilevers have been shown to passively detect
trace amounts of explosive crystals dependent on the material used in the cantilever.79
Nanoscale cantilever component design can be exploited in the future to enable detecting a wide
array of nEM material. Miniaturized devices enhanced by nano-inspired batteries will have an
energy signature (in the radiation spectrum) which will be detectable. New detection equipment
will need to identify extremely finite traces or particles per million, flagging specific materials to
identify nEMs and nano-inspired battery systems. Though technically challenging, this will
provide the strongest form of deterrence by eliminating the chance for successful surprise
employment of miniature devices.
Nano-energetics‟ radical impact on space systems deserves further deliberate thought and
investigation. Nano-energetics and nano-enhanced batteries will make space more accessible
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and the weaponization of space far more achievable. Shrinking rocket requirements coupled
with miniature sensors will increase the number of space participants. Affordable, small kinetic
kill air-launched missiles are within the realm of the possible. Detecting and deterring space
weapon systems will become infinitely more difficult as nanotechnology proliferates.
Considerably more deliberation should be given to this threatening possibility in the coming
years.
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Conclusion
History is replete with examples of militaries that failed due to their
inability to transform organizations and culture, adopt new
operational concepts, or leverage breakthrough technologies…victory
comes to those who foresee, recognize and act on changes in the
strategic environment.
General T. Michael Moseley, CSAF 200780

Nanotechnology will radically transform the weapon system paradigm over the next fifty
years. By 2035, nano-energetics will yield vast improvements to many traditional weapon
systems by shrinking system mass and increasing reliability. Nano-inspired batteries and nEMs
will revolutionize space access and miniaturized weapons. A new, lethal weapon system family
composed of mini-mines, persistent micro-sensors and micro attack devices will emerge.81

Figure 7: Nano-Energetics Advancements Summary
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Nanotechnology is currently proliferating through collaborative scientific endeavors
across the hard sciences.82 Nations, non-state actors, and individuals vie for use of these new
technologies for their purposes. No nation is capable of halting nanotechnology advancement.
Any nation that attempts to limit development will not capitalize on the nanotech revolution.
The United States will benefit economically and militarily by increasing nanotechnology
research and development. The U.S. National Nanotechnology Initiative acknowledges and
provides government emphasis on achieving higher quality products benefiting consumers while
creating new high-tech jobs.83 Nano-business expanded five-fold alone from 2006 to 2008
($32B to $150B), creating 25,000 additional jobs and doubling the number of products.84
Funding basic research will further the U.S. role as a leader in nano-energetics development.85
The Department of Defense should publish a nanotech initiative supplement to organize
nanotech efforts and to provide overarching guidance for military nanotechnology research.
Ensuring transparency of U.S. Department of Defense nanotech capabilities will provide
credible, capable, and communicated deterrence as espoused by Professor T.V. Paul.86 The
importance of nanotech to future U.S. economic development is matched by the utility of
nanotech exploits to detect and deter nanotech-inspired weapons while fielding cutting-edge
nanotechnology across the military spectrum.
Luddites will espouse that radicalized individuals and run-away experiments make
nanotech far too dangerous for continued funding. Advocates of the precautionary principle will
seek to limit discovery in fear of experimentation byproducts. This is not reasonable cause for
minimizing the efforts of the world‟s technological leader, as it will be far better to be on the
leading edge of discovery and understand how to detect, control and counteract nanotech enabled
technologies.87 Furthermore, nanotechnology is not a single field of science that can be
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addressed or contained.88 Nanotechnology is the natural extension of the basic scientific
disciplines (chemistry, biology and physics). The evolution of scientific research will lead to
revolutionary discoveries at the nano-scale with or without U.S. involvement.
Nanotechnology development is in the national security interest of the United States. It
will be instrumental to strong national defense beyond 2035. Nanotechnology research will
provide radical new systems to deter future threats and detect and defeat them when required.89
The Department of Defense must have a clear vision of the importance of nanotech research and
development and how nanotech will alter future warfighting. Proverbs 29:18 prophetically
declares, “When there is no vision, the people perish.” If the U.S. military does not adequately
prepare for the oncoming nanotechnology revolution it will be vulnerable to devastating lessons
learned on tomorrow‟s battlefields!
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